POP-UP TENTS

Pop-up tents by EPS-Doublet are fast up, fast down and otherwise hassle free, making them ideally suited for multiple venue set ups, trade show booths and traveling product demos and sampling. Our proprietary tent frames feature cast aluminum connectors, sturdy welded feet and the bonus of user-friendly pull pin operation – traits uncommon to other tents. Customization of your printed tent canopy is a breeze as well with a wide variety of fabrics, fabric colors and printing techniques and locations, guaranteed to get your brand or promotion noticed in a crowd. Check out the Decorative Accessories for even more customization ideas on your tent.

5 X 5 (STEEL ONLY)

Steel frame weighs 40 lbs. (canopy weight varies by fabric) and has a minimum eave height of 6’ 1”. Comes with carry bag.

5’ x 5’ x 10.5’ (11.5’)

8 X 8

Aluminum frame weighs 40 lbs. (canopy weight varies by fabric) and has a minimum eave height of 6’ 1”. Comes with carry bag.

7.6’ x 7.6’ x 10.5’ (11.5’)
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**10 X 10**

Aluminum frame weighs 65 lbs. (canopy weight varies by fabric) and has a minimum eave height of 6’ 1”. Comes with carry bag (program versions includes wheeled carry bags, as well as weight bags, hammer and stakes, and heavy duty nylon straps).

*Alternative value-priced steel frame available.*

10’ x 10’ x 10.5’ (11.5’)

**10 X 15**

Steel frame weighs 72 lbs. (canopy weight varies by fabric) and has a minimum eave height of 6’ 1”. Comes with carry bag.

10’ x 15’ x 10.5’ (11.5’)

**10 X 20**

Aluminum frame weighs 80 lbs. (canopy weight varies by fabric) and has a minimum eave height of 6’ 1”. Comes with carry bag.

10’ x 20’ x 10.5’ (11.5’)

---
**TITAN™ POP-UP TENTS**

The burliest, most durable frames in the industry, our exclusive Titan pop-up tents provide super heavy duty construction for repeated or long term commercial usage. Featuring sleek sloping lines and hexagonal shapes with white powder coated aluminum tubing, Titan pop-up tents offer an eye-catching structural base to highlight your branding. Sturdy pull pin extensions, and high quality wheeled carrying bags provide ease of use for multiple setup and tear-downs. Titan pop-up tents ensure excellent high end design and longevity for your investment. As with all of our lines of canopy tents, customization is a breeze with a wide variety of fabrics, fabric colors and printing techniques and locations, guaranteed to get your brand or promotion noticed in a crowd.

---

**TITAN 10**

4 panel canopy design  
White powder coated aluminum frame weighs 82.67 lbs. (Weight does not include canopy weight which varies by fabric)  
2” Aluminum tubing with cast aluminum connectors.  
Includes wheeled carry bag.  

10’ x 10’ (actual 9’w x 9’l x 11.5’h)

---

**TITAN 13**

4 panel canopy design  
White powder coated aluminum frame weighs 97 lbs. (Weight does not include canopy weight which varies by fabric)  
2” Aluminum tubing with cast aluminum connectors.  
Includes wheeled carry bag.  

13’ x 13’ (actual 12.75’w x 12.75’l x 13’h)
TITAN HEX

6 panel full hex canopy design
White powder coated aluminum frame weighing well over 100 lbs.
(Weight does not include canopy weight which varies by fabric)
2” Aluminum tubing with cast aluminum connectors.
Includes wheeled carry bag

16’ x 16’ (actual 16’w x 16’l x 12.75’h)
FULL COLOR TENT TOPS AND WALLS

EPS-Doublet tent materials include heavy weight vinyl with smooth finish, tent canvas, clear vinyl, weftcote and digital mesh, all perfect for full color digital printing.
500x500 DENIER POLYESTER STANDARD COLORS**

EPS-Doublet’s 500x500 denier polyester is water and fire resistant, and offers 100% UV protection. A wide variety of standard and special order colors are available for screenprint. Full-color digital print is also available.

STANDARD COLORS

white  black  gray  navy blue  royal blue

red  orange  light yellow  kelly green  forest green

*Over 100 special order colors available.
**Full color digital print also available.